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H->VV and the off-shell cross-sectionH->VV: large off-shell tail of the cross-section
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Figure 15. MZZ distributions for gg → H → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ for MH = 125GeV. Applied cuts:
pT ℓ > 20GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5, 76GeV < Mℓℓ < 106GeV, p/T > 10GeV. Other details as in Fig. 4.

gg (→ H) → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ

σ [fb], pp,
√
s = 8TeV, MH = 125GeV ZWA interference

MT cut HZWA Hoffshell cont |Hofs+cont|2 R0 R1 R2

none 0.1593(2) 0.2571(2) 1.5631(7) 1.6376(9) 0.6196(7) 0.8997(6) 0.290(5)

MT1 < MH 0.1593(2) 0.1625(2) 0.4197(5) 0.5663(6) 0.980(2) 0.973(2) 0.902(5)

Table 6. Cross sections for gg (→ H) → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ for MH = 125GeV without and with
transverse mass cut. Applied cuts: pT ℓ > 20GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5, 76GeV < Mℓℓ < 106GeV, p/T >
10GeV. Other details as in Table 3.

4 Conclusions

In the Higgs search at the LHC, a light Higgs boson is not excluded by experimental data.

In the mass range 115GeV ! MH ! 130GeV, one has ΓH/MH < 10−4 for the SM Higgs

boson. We have shown for inclusive cross sections and cross sections with experimental

selection cuts that the ZWA is in general not adequate and the error estimate O(ΓH/MH)

is not reliable for a light Higgs boson. The inclusion of off-shell contributions is essential

to obtain an accurate Higgs signal normalisation at the 1% precision level. We have traced

this back to the dependence of the decay (and to a lesser degree production) matrix element

on the Higgs virtuality q2. For the H → WW,ZZ decay modes we find that above the

weak-boson pair production threshold the (q2)2 dependence of the decay matrix element

compensates the q2-dependence of the Higgs propagator, which results in a significantly

enhanced off-shell cross section in comparison to the ZWA cross section, when this phase

– 18 –

[Kauer, Passarino (2012)]

• Past the VV threshold, 
enhanced decay into 
longitudinal vector bosons 
compensate the rapidly 
falling Higgs propagator!
!

• Small but persisting effect  
-> O(10%) of the peak 
cross-section!

!
• Width-independent effect

• Irrelevant for traditional searches if proper selection cuts are 
applied!

• If looked for, can give complementary information wrt 
traditional searches

[NK, Passarino (2012)]

• Past the VV threshold: 
enhanced decays in VLVL 
which compensate the 
rapid fall of the Higgs 
propagator (BW fails) 

• Small but persistent effect, 
up to ~ 1 TeV (then washed 
away by PDF) 

• Sensitive to (top) thresholds 
• Width-independent effect

•Irrelevant for standard analysis because of selection cuts 
•Can provide complementary information about the Higgs sector



Example: bounding the Higgs width
[FC, Melnikov (2013)]Example: bounds on the Higgs width

[Caola, Melnikov (2013)]
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Bounds of the order ~ 10-20 ΓH,SM can be achieved 

Refined tools available [Kauer (2008,2012); Ellis, Campbell, Williams (2013)]!
Thorough phenomenological studies [Ellis, Campbell, Williams (2013)]

• On the peak, only access 
to production cross-
section times BR 

• Off-shell, ΓH independent 
• Because of this, combine 

peak and off-shell and 
obtain ΓH 

• Peak looks SM-like ->

Example: bounds on the Higgs width
[Caola, Melnikov (2013)]
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• Off-shell ->

Pheno studies: bounds of the order ~ 10-20 ΓH,SM can be achieved 
[Ellis,Campbell,Williams (2013)]



CMS analysis
[CMS-HIG-14-002]Analysis is doable (and actually done)

5

As an illustration, Fig. 3(left) presents the 4` invariant mass distribution for the off-shell signal
region (m4` > 220 GeV) and for Dgg > 0.65. The expected contributions from the qq ! 4`
and reducible backgrounds, as well as for the total gluon fusion (gg) and vector boson fu-
sion (VV) contributions, including the Higgs boson signal, are shown. The distribution of the
likelihood discriminant Dgg for m4` > 330 GeV is shown in Fig. 3(right), together with the ex-
pected contributions from the SM. The expected m4` and Dgg distributions for the sum of all
the processes, with a Higgs boson width GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H and a relative cross section with re-
spect to the SM cross section equal to unity in both gluon fusion and VBF production modes
(µ = µggH = µVBF = 1), are also shown. The expected and observed event yields in the off-shell
gg-enriched region defined by m4` � 330 GeV and Dgg > 0.65 are reported in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Distributions of (left) the four-lepton invariant mass after a selection requirement on
the MELA likelihood discriminant Dgg > 0.65, and (right) the Dgg likelihood discriminant for
m4` > 330 GeV in the 4` channel. Points represent the data, filled histograms the expected
contributions from the reducible (Z+X) and qq backgrounds, and from the gluon fusion (gg)
and vector boson fusion (VV) SM processes (including the Higgs boson mediated contribu-
tions). The dashed line corresponds to the total expected yield for a Higgs boson width of
GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H . The parameters are set to µ = µggH = µVBF = 1. In the left plot the bin size
varies from 20 to 85 GeV and the last bin includes all entries with masses above 800 GeV.

The 2`2n analysis is performed on the 8 TeV data set only. The final state in the 2`2n channel
is characterized by two oppositely-charged leptons of the same flavour compatible with a Z
boson, together with a large Emiss

T from the undetectable neutrinos. We require Emiss
T > 80 GeV.

The event selection and background estimation is performed as described in Ref. [16], with the
exception that the jet categories defined in Ref. [16] are here grouped into a single category, i.e.
the analysis is performed in an inclusive way. The mT distribution in the off-shell signal region
(mT > 180 GeV) is shown in Fig. 4. The expected and observed event yields in a gg-enriched
region defined by mT > 350 GeV and Emiss

T > 100 GeV are reported in Table 1.

Systematic uncertainties comprise experimental uncertainties on the signal efficiency and back-
ground yield evaluation, as well as uncertainties on the signal and background from theoreti-
cal predictions. Since the measurement is performed in wide mZZ regions, there are sources of
systematic uncertainties that only affect the total normalization and others that affect both the
normalization and the shape of the observables used in this analysis. In the 4` final state, all the
systematic uncertainties on the signal and background normalization are partially correlated

Observed Median expected
RB

H∗ 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

cut-based 10.8 12.2 14.9 13.6 15.6 19.9
ME-based discriminant analysis 6.1 7.2 9.9 8.7 10.2 14.0

Table 3: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on µoff-shell in the cut-based and the ME-based
discriminant analyses in the 4ℓ channel, within the range of 0.5 < RB

H∗ < 2. The bold numbers correspond
to the limit assuming RB

H∗ = 1. The upper limits are evaluated using the CLs method, with the alternative
hypothesis RB

H∗ = 1 and µoff-shell = 1.
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Figure 6: Scan of the negative log-likelihood, −2 lnΛ, as a function of µoff-shell in the ZZ → 4ℓ channel
in the ME-based discriminant analysis. The black solid (dashed) line represents the observed (expected)
value including all systematic uncertainty, while the red dotted line is for the expected value without
systematic uncertainties. A relative gg→ ZZ background K-factor of RB

H∗=1 is assumed.
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CMS: ΓH < 5.4 ΓH,SM = 22 MeV @ 95CL

ATLAS: ΓH < 4.8-7.7 ΓH,SM = 20-32 MeV @ 95CL

With well-defined assumptions (see later)

• Include 2l2ν final state 
• Include VBF channel (~7% on 

peak, O(10%) above 2 MZ) 
• Include (known and estimated) 

QCD and EW corrections  

• Use kinematic discriminant 
(similar to the one proposed in 
MCFM analysis) to boost signal 
and reject background/signal-
background interferences

[FC, Kasprzik, Passarino, Zaro et al]

Analysis is doable (and actually done)

5

As an illustration, Fig. 3(left) presents the 4` invariant mass distribution for the off-shell signal
region (m4` > 220 GeV) and for Dgg > 0.65. The expected contributions from the qq ! 4`
and reducible backgrounds, as well as for the total gluon fusion (gg) and vector boson fu-
sion (VV) contributions, including the Higgs boson signal, are shown. The distribution of the
likelihood discriminant Dgg for m4` > 330 GeV is shown in Fig. 3(right), together with the ex-
pected contributions from the SM. The expected m4` and Dgg distributions for the sum of all
the processes, with a Higgs boson width GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H and a relative cross section with re-
spect to the SM cross section equal to unity in both gluon fusion and VBF production modes
(µ = µggH = µVBF = 1), are also shown. The expected and observed event yields in the off-shell
gg-enriched region defined by m4` � 330 GeV and Dgg > 0.65 are reported in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Distributions of (left) the four-lepton invariant mass after a selection requirement on
the MELA likelihood discriminant Dgg > 0.65, and (right) the Dgg likelihood discriminant for
m4` > 330 GeV in the 4` channel. Points represent the data, filled histograms the expected
contributions from the reducible (Z+X) and qq backgrounds, and from the gluon fusion (gg)
and vector boson fusion (VV) SM processes (including the Higgs boson mediated contribu-
tions). The dashed line corresponds to the total expected yield for a Higgs boson width of
GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H . The parameters are set to µ = µggH = µVBF = 1. In the left plot the bin size
varies from 20 to 85 GeV and the last bin includes all entries with masses above 800 GeV.

The 2`2n analysis is performed on the 8 TeV data set only. The final state in the 2`2n channel
is characterized by two oppositely-charged leptons of the same flavour compatible with a Z
boson, together with a large Emiss

T from the undetectable neutrinos. We require Emiss
T > 80 GeV.

The event selection and background estimation is performed as described in Ref. [16], with the
exception that the jet categories defined in Ref. [16] are here grouped into a single category, i.e.
the analysis is performed in an inclusive way. The mT distribution in the off-shell signal region
(mT > 180 GeV) is shown in Fig. 4. The expected and observed event yields in a gg-enriched
region defined by mT > 350 GeV and Emiss

T > 100 GeV are reported in Table 1.

Systematic uncertainties comprise experimental uncertainties on the signal efficiency and back-
ground yield evaluation, as well as uncertainties on the signal and background from theoreti-
cal predictions. Since the measurement is performed in wide mZZ regions, there are sources of
systematic uncertainties that only affect the total normalization and others that affect both the
normalization and the shape of the observables used in this analysis. In the 4` final state, all the
systematic uncertainties on the signal and background normalization are partially correlated

Observed Median expected
RB

H∗ 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

cut-based 10.8 12.2 14.9 13.6 15.6 19.9
ME-based discriminant analysis 6.1 7.2 9.9 8.7 10.2 14.0

Table 3: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on µoff-shell in the cut-based and the ME-based
discriminant analyses in the 4ℓ channel, within the range of 0.5 < RB

H∗ < 2. The bold numbers correspond
to the limit assuming RB

H∗ = 1. The upper limits are evaluated using the CLs method, with the alternative
hypothesis RB

H∗ = 1 and µoff-shell = 1.
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Figure 6: Scan of the negative log-likelihood, −2 lnΛ, as a function of µoff-shell in the ZZ → 4ℓ channel
in the ME-based discriminant analysis. The black solid (dashed) line represents the observed (expected)
value including all systematic uncertainty, while the red dotted line is for the expected value without
systematic uncertainties. A relative gg→ ZZ background K-factor of RB

H∗=1 is assumed.
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CMS: ΓH < 5.4 ΓH,SM = 22 MeV @ 95CL

ATLAS: ΓH < 4.8-7.7 ΓH,SM = 20-32 MeV @ 95CL

With well-defined assumptions (see later)



ATLAS analysis
[ATLAS-CONF-2014-042]

• Similar to CMS analysis 

• ME discriminant as in MCFM 

• Thorough consideration of 
systematic uncertainties 

• Provide result as function of the 
unknown gg->ZZ K-factor 
([0.5-2] x signal K-factor)

Analysis is doable (and actually done)

5

As an illustration, Fig. 3(left) presents the 4` invariant mass distribution for the off-shell signal
region (m4` > 220 GeV) and for Dgg > 0.65. The expected contributions from the qq ! 4`
and reducible backgrounds, as well as for the total gluon fusion (gg) and vector boson fu-
sion (VV) contributions, including the Higgs boson signal, are shown. The distribution of the
likelihood discriminant Dgg for m4` > 330 GeV is shown in Fig. 3(right), together with the ex-
pected contributions from the SM. The expected m4` and Dgg distributions for the sum of all
the processes, with a Higgs boson width GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H and a relative cross section with re-
spect to the SM cross section equal to unity in both gluon fusion and VBF production modes
(µ = µggH = µVBF = 1), are also shown. The expected and observed event yields in the off-shell
gg-enriched region defined by m4` � 330 GeV and Dgg > 0.65 are reported in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Distributions of (left) the four-lepton invariant mass after a selection requirement on
the MELA likelihood discriminant Dgg > 0.65, and (right) the Dgg likelihood discriminant for
m4` > 330 GeV in the 4` channel. Points represent the data, filled histograms the expected
contributions from the reducible (Z+X) and qq backgrounds, and from the gluon fusion (gg)
and vector boson fusion (VV) SM processes (including the Higgs boson mediated contribu-
tions). The dashed line corresponds to the total expected yield for a Higgs boson width of
GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H . The parameters are set to µ = µggH = µVBF = 1. In the left plot the bin size
varies from 20 to 85 GeV and the last bin includes all entries with masses above 800 GeV.

The 2`2n analysis is performed on the 8 TeV data set only. The final state in the 2`2n channel
is characterized by two oppositely-charged leptons of the same flavour compatible with a Z
boson, together with a large Emiss

T from the undetectable neutrinos. We require Emiss
T > 80 GeV.

The event selection and background estimation is performed as described in Ref. [16], with the
exception that the jet categories defined in Ref. [16] are here grouped into a single category, i.e.
the analysis is performed in an inclusive way. The mT distribution in the off-shell signal region
(mT > 180 GeV) is shown in Fig. 4. The expected and observed event yields in a gg-enriched
region defined by mT > 350 GeV and Emiss

T > 100 GeV are reported in Table 1.

Systematic uncertainties comprise experimental uncertainties on the signal efficiency and back-
ground yield evaluation, as well as uncertainties on the signal and background from theoreti-
cal predictions. Since the measurement is performed in wide mZZ regions, there are sources of
systematic uncertainties that only affect the total normalization and others that affect both the
normalization and the shape of the observables used in this analysis. In the 4` final state, all the
systematic uncertainties on the signal and background normalization are partially correlated

Observed Median expected
RB

H∗ 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

cut-based 10.8 12.2 14.9 13.6 15.6 19.9
ME-based discriminant analysis 6.1 7.2 9.9 8.7 10.2 14.0

Table 3: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on µoff-shell in the cut-based and the ME-based
discriminant analyses in the 4ℓ channel, within the range of 0.5 < RB

H∗ < 2. The bold numbers correspond
to the limit assuming RB

H∗ = 1. The upper limits are evaluated using the CLs method, with the alternative
hypothesis RB

H∗ = 1 and µoff-shell = 1.
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Figure 6: Scan of the negative log-likelihood, −2 lnΛ, as a function of µoff-shell in the ZZ → 4ℓ channel
in the ME-based discriminant analysis. The black solid (dashed) line represents the observed (expected)
value including all systematic uncertainty, while the red dotted line is for the expected value without
systematic uncertainties. A relative gg→ ZZ background K-factor of RB

H∗=1 is assumed.
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With well-defined assumptions (see later)

Analysis is doable (and actually done)
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As an illustration, Fig. 3(left) presents the 4` invariant mass distribution for the off-shell signal
region (m4` > 220 GeV) and for Dgg > 0.65. The expected contributions from the qq ! 4`
and reducible backgrounds, as well as for the total gluon fusion (gg) and vector boson fu-
sion (VV) contributions, including the Higgs boson signal, are shown. The distribution of the
likelihood discriminant Dgg for m4` > 330 GeV is shown in Fig. 3(right), together with the ex-
pected contributions from the SM. The expected m4` and Dgg distributions for the sum of all
the processes, with a Higgs boson width GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H and a relative cross section with re-
spect to the SM cross section equal to unity in both gluon fusion and VBF production modes
(µ = µggH = µVBF = 1), are also shown. The expected and observed event yields in the off-shell
gg-enriched region defined by m4` � 330 GeV and Dgg > 0.65 are reported in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Distributions of (left) the four-lepton invariant mass after a selection requirement on
the MELA likelihood discriminant Dgg > 0.65, and (right) the Dgg likelihood discriminant for
m4` > 330 GeV in the 4` channel. Points represent the data, filled histograms the expected
contributions from the reducible (Z+X) and qq backgrounds, and from the gluon fusion (gg)
and vector boson fusion (VV) SM processes (including the Higgs boson mediated contribu-
tions). The dashed line corresponds to the total expected yield for a Higgs boson width of
GH = 10 ⇥ GSM

H . The parameters are set to µ = µggH = µVBF = 1. In the left plot the bin size
varies from 20 to 85 GeV and the last bin includes all entries with masses above 800 GeV.

The 2`2n analysis is performed on the 8 TeV data set only. The final state in the 2`2n channel
is characterized by two oppositely-charged leptons of the same flavour compatible with a Z
boson, together with a large Emiss

T from the undetectable neutrinos. We require Emiss
T > 80 GeV.

The event selection and background estimation is performed as described in Ref. [16], with the
exception that the jet categories defined in Ref. [16] are here grouped into a single category, i.e.
the analysis is performed in an inclusive way. The mT distribution in the off-shell signal region
(mT > 180 GeV) is shown in Fig. 4. The expected and observed event yields in a gg-enriched
region defined by mT > 350 GeV and Emiss

T > 100 GeV are reported in Table 1.

Systematic uncertainties comprise experimental uncertainties on the signal efficiency and back-
ground yield evaluation, as well as uncertainties on the signal and background from theoreti-
cal predictions. Since the measurement is performed in wide mZZ regions, there are sources of
systematic uncertainties that only affect the total normalization and others that affect both the
normalization and the shape of the observables used in this analysis. In the 4` final state, all the
systematic uncertainties on the signal and background normalization are partially correlated

Observed Median expected
RB

H∗ 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

cut-based 10.8 12.2 14.9 13.6 15.6 19.9
ME-based discriminant analysis 6.1 7.2 9.9 8.7 10.2 14.0

Table 3: The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on µoff-shell in the cut-based and the ME-based
discriminant analyses in the 4ℓ channel, within the range of 0.5 < RB

H∗ < 2. The bold numbers correspond
to the limit assuming RB

H∗ = 1. The upper limits are evaluated using the CLs method, with the alternative
hypothesis RB

H∗ = 1 and µoff-shell = 1.
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Figure 6: Scan of the negative log-likelihood, −2 lnΛ, as a function of µoff-shell in the ZZ → 4ℓ channel
in the ME-based discriminant analysis. The black solid (dashed) line represents the observed (expected)
value including all systematic uncertainty, while the red dotted line is for the expected value without
systematic uncertainties. A relative gg→ ZZ background K-factor of RB

H∗=1 is assumed.
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CMS: ΓH < 5.4 ΓH,SM = 22 MeV @ 95CL

ATLAS: ΓH < 4.8-7.7 ΓH,SM = 20-32 MeV @ 95CL

With well-defined assumptions (see later)



Off-shell cross-section: interpretation issues
• Bounds on the width from off-shell cross-section based in 

relating coupling on and off-peak, assuming they do not change 
• In QFT, couplings run 
• For small (i.e. logarithmic) modifications, negligible effect 
• Big effects if strong modifications occurs, like for instance 

• higher dimensional HVV operators 
• light d.o.f. running in the loops

In principle, such modifications are problematic for the 
interpretation of off-shell measurements 

• To what extent can they be constrained by other measurements?
(boosted Higgs?, [Buschmann et al (2014)]) 

• What is their impact on off-shell measurements? 
• How to parametrize / quantify these effects?                             

(BSM classification, [Englert, Soreq, Spannowsky (2014)])



Example: anomalous HZZ couplings
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FIG. 2: The di↵erential cross section as a function of four-lepton invariant mass for 2e2µ events

before event selections. Results are shown for pure O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5 couplings (cf. Eq. (14)),

as well as for the irreducible qq̄ ! ZZ ! 2e2µ background (bg). There is no event selection

applied to the signal events; for the background, a minimal Mll̄ > 1 GeV selection is applied to

avoid infrared divergences. For each signal hypothesis, the normalization has been chosen to be

equal to the entire SM on-peak Higgs boson cross section in this channel. In this figure, the ggX

coupling is taken to be constant with respect to invariant mass.

ant masses are provided in Table III. We note from this table, and from Figs. 2 and 3

above, that �2�5 are significantly larger than �1, the SM o↵-shell cross section, though the

overall scale of cross sections is relatively small, with the exception of �4. While, as noted

above, we cannot translate these observations directly into a sensitivity, largely because of

the importance of interference with the gg ! ZZ continuum background, it is clear that

the o↵-shell cross sections provide a source of information about the tensor XZZ couplings

that is complementary to data obtained on the Higgs boson mass peak. As the large values

of �4 are symptomatic of potential unitarity-violating behavior, in Subsection IVC we will
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EFT language, basis of (low dim) HZZ operators [Gainer et al (2013)]

Modification of  
the m4l shape

Modification of lepton 
angular distributions
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as well as for the irreducible qq̄ ! ZZ ! 2e2µ background (bg). There is no event selection

applied to the signal events; for the background, a minimal Mll̄ > 1 GeV selection is applied to

avoid infrared divergences. For each signal hypothesis, the normalization has been chosen to be

equal to the entire SM on-peak Higgs boson cross section in this channel. In this figure, the ggX

coupling is taken to be constant with respect to invariant mass.

ant masses are provided in Table III. We note from this table, and from Figs. 2 and 3

above, that �2�5 are significantly larger than �1, the SM o↵-shell cross section, though the

overall scale of cross sections is relatively small, with the exception of �4. While, as noted

above, we cannot translate these observations directly into a sensitivity, largely because of

the importance of interference with the gg ! ZZ continuum background, it is clear that

the o↵-shell cross sections provide a source of information about the tensor XZZ couplings

that is complementary to data obtained on the Higgs boson mass peak. As the large values

of �4 are symptomatic of potential unitarity-violating behavior, in Subsection IVC we will
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Basis of HZZ operators [Gainer, Lykken et al (2013)]
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FIG. 8: Distribution of fitted values of fa3, φa3, and fa2 in a large number of generated experiments with a 7D analysis in
the H → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ channel with 300 fb−1 of data collected at the LHC. Left plot: fa3 results from simultaneous fit of fa3 and
φa3 with 300 fb−1 (dotted) and 3000 fb−1 (solid). Right plots: simultaneous fit of fa3 and φa3 with 300 fb−1 with 68% and
95% confidence level contours shown.
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FIG. 9: Simultaneous fit of fa3 and fa2 with 68% and 95% confidence level contours shown. Left plot: 7D fit with 300 fb−1

scenario. Right plot: 3D fit with background and detector effects not considered, see text for details. Negative values of fa3
and fa2 correspond to φa3 = π and φa2 = π, respectively.

When the one-dimensional fit of D0− is employed the precision of the fa3 measurement gets worse by about 4% with
fa3 = 0.18 (3σ observation at 300 fb−1), 13% with fa3 = 0.06 (3000 fb−1) and 30% with fa3 = 0.02 (30000 fb−1). This
again illustrates our assessment that interference effects are important to include when non-zero CP contribution is
observed but that they are not the primary drivers of the discovery of CP violation in HV V interactions with available
statistics.
In Fig. 10, a similar study is presented for the measurement of either fa2 or fΛ1. In all cases, either a 7D fit is

performed, or a 1D fit (with D0+
h

or DΛ1), or a 2D fit (with additional interference discriminant Dint optimal for each

interference case). We find that 1D fits recover the precision of a 7D fit in both of these cases. In Fig. 9 (right), we
also illustrate the 3D analysis with the discriminants D0− , D0+

h

, DCP . We find that the three listed discriminants are

sufficient to recover precision of the 7D fit with tested statistics. In this study we allow negative values of fa2 and fa3
to incorporate the phase information φa2,3 = 0 or π as fa2 × cos(φa2) and fa3 × cos(φa3). The 2D fit with D0− , D0+

h

is also close in precision to the 7D fit and is not sensitive to φa3.
We also note that similar techniques can be applied to the decays H → WW → 2ℓ2ν, as demonstrated in Ref. [8],

and H → Zγ → 2ℓγ, as demonstrated in Appendix A. However, only partial polarization information is available in
those channels. Moreover, any decay mode can be studied at a lepton collider. However, since a typical lepton collider
has the advantage in associated production mode, only such mode is presented in this study.

[Anderson et al. (2013)]

Modifications!
of the m4l shape

Modification of lepton !
angular distributions!

What is the constraining power!
for off-shell analysis?[Anderson et al (2013)]

What is the constraining 
power for off-shell analysis?

Good control at the HL-LHC



Example: light d.o.f. in the Hgg coupling
[Englert, Spannowski (2014)]
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Light d.o.f. qualitatively 
change the picture

• Will also affect other observables e.g. Higgs pT (Arnesen et al (2008)]) 
• Information from boosted Higgs regime? ([Buschmann et al (2014)]) 
• finite mt effects crucial -> need theoretical improvement 
• Can (very large) S/B interference in the γγ channel give constraints?

(along the lines of [Dixon, Siu (2003)])

Complementary constraints from other measurements?



Beyond the width: BSM constraints from off-shell
Which extra information can  

we gain from off-shell measurements?

EFT studies:  
•constraint on higher dim operator: 
• limitations of model dependence (HL-LHC?) 
•disentangling new physics with off-shell Higgs

A. Azatov’s talk

Are EFT analysis generic enough? [Englert, Soreq, Spannowsky (2014)] 
(I) light d.o.f. 
(II) new d.o.f. in the sub-TeV -> thresholds 
(III) resonant TeV d.o.f. with parametrically suppressed cross-section 
(IV) new heavy d.o.f. -> EFT 

Well-motivated benchmark models for (i-iii)?



SM tools for off-shell analysisOff-shell cross-section: work needs to be done
Method based on counting VV events in the 
high invariant-mass tail -> good prediction 

for 4l final state required

Nqq!ZZ ⇡ N
tot

FIG. 4: Overall picture at 8 TeV, (colour online). In this and the following figure the CMS cuts described
in the text have been imposed, but the constraint m4ℓ > 100 GeV has been removed to extend the range of
the plot.

m4ℓ < 130 GeV m4ℓ > 130 GeV m4ℓ > 300 GeV
Energy σH

peak σH
off σI

off σqg,int
off σH

off σI
off σqg,int

off

7 TeV 0.203 0.044 -0.086 0.0091 0.034 -0.050 0.0023
8 TeV 0.255 0.061 -0.118 0.011 0.049 -0.071 0.0029

TABLE III: Fiducial cross sections for pp → H → ZZ → e−e+µ−µ+ in fb. All cross-sections are computed
with leading order MSTW 2008 parton distribution functions [38] and renormalization and factorization
scales set equal to mH/2.

of the gg interference contribution, despite using what we believe to be identical input parameters.
The results of ref. [8] were obtained using the code gg2VV [9].

We believe that the cause of the discrepancy is a cut of pZT > 7 GeV imposed in the double
precision version of gg2VV for the continuum process, but not on the Higgs signal process. The
interference contribution is obtained by forming the combination (c.f. Eq. (38)),

σI = |MH +MC |2 − |MC |2 − |MH |2 . (39)

The pT cut is performed on the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (39) but not on the
third. The cut on the amplitudes that involve the continuum background in the gg2VV code is
presumably performed for reasons of numerical stability.

We shall now discuss the treatment of the region of low pT of the Z-boson in our code, and
illustrate the importance of low pT . In Fig. 7 we first demonstrate the impact of the spurious 1/pT
singularities that appear in the amplitudes. The figures show the calculation of the gg → ZZ cross

13

N
int

⇠ �2⇥ 10�2N
tot

N
o↵

⇠ 10�2N
tot

[Campbell, Ellis, Williams (2013)]

Large (~uninteresting) qq contamination!
Delicate signal/background interference effects

Method based on counting VV events in the high 
invariant-mass tail ->  

good predictions for 4l final state required

Large (uninteresting) qqb background 
Delicate signal/background interference patterns 

(Possible) BSM effects



SM tools for off-shell analysis
good predictions for 4l final state required

Precision tools for signal / background 
interference within the SM 
•MEM techniques 
•analysis also in other VV channels 
•effects of extra jet radiation 

Realistic simulation for the LHC 
•BSM scenarios 
•multi-jet merging -> easier handle on 

sensitive variables 
•event generators for the off-shell Higgs

R. Rontsch’s talk

F. Maltoni and  
F. Krauss’ reports



SM tools for off-shell analysis
• First NNLO results for the inclusive qqb -> VV background  
(qT subtraction + OpenLoops + Gehrmann et al [Cascioli et al, Gehrmann et al (2014)]) 

thorough phenomenological analysis in the near future? 

• In the off-shell region (or at high pt): go beyond the infinite mt approximation 
(complicated, but remarkable progress in related problems in the recent past) 

• Major drawback for these studies: gg->VV only known at LO 
(large K-factor is expected, very important for delicate signal/background patterns) 

q T

All ingredients 
recently computed

Non-negligible/dominant in 
the off-shell tail

Complicated

estimates based on (improved) soft-gluon approximation?



Other very interesting Higgs interference analysis

ΓH from S/B interference in the γγ channel 
•mass shifts from interferences 
• results from the VBF category 
• (bounds on light d.o.f.?)

Hcc coupling from J/Ψ interference 
•direct vs fragmentation interference 
• interference boosts the signal 
•apply to 1st and 2nd generations

N. Fidanza’s talk

S. Stoynev’s talk


